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Reviews

Book Review: Vernacular Industrialism in China:
Local Innovation and Translated Technologies
in the Making of a Cosmetic Empire, 1900–1940
By Alexander Serrano
Eugenia Lean’s Vernacular Industrialism in China: Local
Innovation and Translated Technologies in the Making of a
Cosmetic Empire, 1900–1940 traces the life and activities of a
prolific industrialist named Chen Diexian (1879–1940) who was a
successful “tinkerer” in a time when the direction of industry in
China was uncertain.1 In brief, “Chen navigated a transitional
period around the fall of the Qing [1912], leveraging his classical
education to find success in the newly commercial world of letters
and the emerging sphere of industrial manufacturing.”2 Lean
argues that classically educated figures like Chen Diexian utilized
and leveraged their literary background to succeed in fields of
commerce and industry during Republican China (1912–1949).
The term vernacular industrialism comes from the phrase
xiao gongyi, which, depending on the region and time period in
China, means different phrases. In the case of Lean, she interprets
1

Eugenia Lean, Vernacular Industrialism in China: Local Innovation and
Translated Technologies in the Making of A Cosmetic Empire, 1900–1940 (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2020), 26–30. Lean uses tinkering to describe
the monumental importance of Chen’s activities. Noted as an entanglement
between material and knowledge work, Chen would innovate and improve
various crafts rather than create anew. Lean also notes the shifting meaning of
“tinker” and “tinkering” over time to have originally meant to improve or repair.
The term then expanded to include experimentation and could imply a negative
connotation amongst the elite class for its usage amongst the populace. This
negative connotation is what the author wishes to exclude in reference to Chen’s
successful cultivation of literature and material work.
2
Ibid., 2.
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xiao gongyi as “minor industrial arts.”3 However, Lean does not
view Chen’s work as minor, as the translation suggests, but rather
monumental. His tinkering with material innovations and in works
such as journals, women’s leisure magazines, and literary
supplements of daily newspapers are used as a lens to
communicate “Chen’s unconventional pursuits in common
goods.”4 In effect, vernacular industrialism signifies Chinese
citizen’s abilities to utilize local workable knowledge by using
regional, native materials in an era of industrialization. Using
Carlo Ginzburg’s method of microhistory, Lean uses Chen as a
case study to challenge the traditional belief that China copied its
industry and economic machine from the West during Republican
China.5
Born to a well-off family in Qiantang (outside Hangzhou,
the capital of China’s Zhejiang province) in 1879 with the name
Chen Shousong, Chen received a classical education despite his
father and uncle dying while he was young.6 During Chen’s youth,
China was in a post-Taiping Rebellion (1850–1864) period that
“saw young men blur the boundaries between the worlds of literati
officialdom and the realm of merchants.”7 After Chen passed his
xiucai examination and became a Xianshi, a county-level degree
holder, in 1893, he gained employment as an assistant to a ranking
official in the Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces. During this period,
Japan rose as an imperial power in Asia, and Chen used this
opportunity to develop contacts with Japanese legations to dabble
in chemistry. Chen also co-founded an early newspaper,
Daguanbao, in Hangzhou and began publishing “bamboo-branch
3

Lean, 7.
Ibid., 7.
5
Microhistory is a genre of history that focuses on small units of research, such
as an event, community, individual or settlement.
6
Classical education in China during the Imperial Dynasty of the Qing (1644–
1912) consisted of Confucian studies and bureaucratic related studies for
employment in the government.
7
Lean, 39.
4
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poetry” within the newspaper.8 When the Qing government
abolished the civil service examination in 1905, eliminating this
long-standing path to power and prestige, Chen and other elite
literati figures turned to different paths of profit. For Chen and
those in similar government positions, they used their literary skills
to focus heavily on the printing world.9
While the literati experienced turmoil within their own
government, and externally with Japan’s continued expansion into
former Qing territory, some like Chen were able to capitalize on
the ever-expanding sphere of influence that Japan exerted over
China. Chen used his contacts in the Japanese government to help
further his tinkering. While he was unique in the extent to which
he tinkered, he was not alone in utilizing the connections he made
in his government position. According to Lean, “Chen, too,
seemed to appreciate the prestige that would come with associating
with the Japanese in Hangzhou.”10 Other members of the literati
were successful in navigating the increasingly delicate political
landscape between China and Japan to create profitable enterprises
in an unstable time.
Lean traces Chen’s move to Shanghai in 1913 with other
migrating officials of the now-defunct Qing dynasty who were in
search of employment in the key port cities. Shanghai, at this time,
had a thriving print economy that continued to grow, and Chen
found himself engaged in more for-profit styles of printing in the
city. Using his already growing reputation as a writer from his days
in Hangzhou, he was financially successful from newspapers such
as the New Shanghai in which he wrote fictional fantasies.11 He
8

Lean, 55, 57. This style of poetry can be dated to the Tang dynasty (618–907).
It was represented by taking an event or moment in an ordinary citizen’s life and
creating a form of a verbal image.
9
Ibid., 41. One skill that Chen implemented was his usage of the butterfly. Like
with his adoption of the pseudonym of Diexian or “Butterfly Immortal” in his
printed work, the image of the butterfly became a branding tool that will be
expanded on later in the text.
10
Ibid., 48.
11
Ibid., 73.
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also expanded into publishing recipes for items of daily use in the
home in journals such as the New Student Journal and Ladies’
Journal. For his recipes, he tinkered with existing recipes and used
more local ingredients in the hopes of making China a selfsustaining economy. Lean introduces a variety of these daily items
such as hair gel, soap, face powder, toilet powder, and face lotion,
amongst many more cosmetic items.12 With these tools, Chen’s
expansion from literary to material crafts demonstrates an effective
and successful application of the tinkering practice, further
distancing the term “tinkering” from a traditionally negative
connotation.
Continuing his tinkering through the following decades,
Chen created an extremely effective foam fire extinguisher. Chen
published his manufacturing knowledge of the fire extinguisher as
common knowledge or changshi.13 Chen felt it necessary to gain a
patent for his work to ensure the general public had access to his
patents in order to use them at home to make their own. One place
that Chen published his work was in the newspaper column
“Common Knowledge for the Household.”14 As citizens migrated
to the cities, population density increased the likelihood of fires
that often decimated urban areas before they were put out. He
viewed himself as an avid promoter of xiao gongyi (minor
industrial arts) particularly because these common goods, like the
fire extinguisher, were vital to a stronger national industrial power.
Lean shows how Chen is a representative of his time, not just in his
craftsmanship, but also in his nationalistic sentiments.15 During the
early Republican period, there were strong national movements
among the populace; the most influential event being the May

12

Lean, 95.
Ibid., 121.
14
Ibid., 127.
15
Ibid., 137.
13
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Fourth Movement of 1919.16 These nationalistic sentiments, which
recognized the importance of sourcing locally, can be tied with
Chen’s insistence on utilizing homegrown and domestic supplies in
his crafts, rather than importing from a foreign entity.
One aspect of Chen’s tinkering in a nationalistic enterprise
is his use of cuttlefish bones from the natural beach environment in
Cixi in the Zhejiang Province. Lean notes that Chen “realized that
he had found at his disposal an abundant, natural, and most
importantly, local source of calcium carbonate...the key ingredient
in the production of toothpowder.”17 Though the actual calcium
carbonate level was too low to be effective, this practice of
wanting a local supply rather than importing from outside of China
shows that Chen desired to remain domestic, especially with
growing imperial powers around him. Using an adjusted tooth
powder that used magnesium carbonate, Chen established The
Association of Household Industries in 1918 as both a
pharmaceutical and household goods corporation. Starting small in
scale, the company eventually expanded when Chen marketed his
company as national in a time when anti-Japanese and antiWestern sentiments exploded in China. The company eventually
grew to be the third-largest cosmetic corporation in China within
two decades of its creation due to the expansion of cosmetic goods
such as lotions and face creams. Chen tinkered with all of his items
and was praised by the Nationalist government in China for his
efforts, even when some of his endeavors failed, such as his paper
manufacturing and mosquito repellant. Nevertheless, in 1936, one
Ministry of Industry account “explicitly praised Chen’s efforts in
tinkering and testing to improve raw materials and manufacturing
techniques.”18
16

The May Fourth Movement of 1919 was a nationwide socio-political antiimperialist movement that was in response to the Treaty of Versailles (1919). In
brief, the treaty to end World War I granted Japan territory traditionally
controlled by the Chinese. In response, the Chinese people grew a strong sense
of nationalistic patriotism towards their country.
17
Lean, 162.
18
Ibid., 199.
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The Association of Household Industries was not
successful in its goods alone; it was also successful in its
subliminal messaging. As Lean notes that in “China, the promotion
of the trademark as something that would guarantee a company’s
reputation, ensure profit, and thus be deserving of legal protection
by the state emerged under the auspices of imperialism and global
capitalism.”19 The butterfly had phonetic connotations that
attracted Chen to the term, therefore he used the butterfly as his
brand logo.20 Written as Wudipai, the term can mean “butterfly,”
“peerless,” or “without enemy” depending on what dialect is being
used. In traditional Chinese characteristics, the term meant “the
brand without an enemy.”21 Not only did Chen use the image for
brand recognition and promotion, but he also used it to popularize
a homegrown company independent of foreign goods and
companies.22 Along with trademarks, Chen also understood the
importance of brand reliability. In some cases, Chen would publish
family recipes in Common Knowledge as a “means to guarantee the
trustworthiness of the knowledge.”23
Challenging the traditionally negative narrative that
emerged in the twentieth century about Chinese industrial
stagnation when compared to Europe, Lean’s microhistory of
Chen’s success demonstrates that there were figures in China
during this period who were successful domestic industrialists.
Chen embraced translating technologies and pursued industrial
endeavors with an open curiosity and a healthy dose of optimism,
even if under the banner of patriotism. A long period of foreign
imperial pressure stripped much of the Qing’s control over their
port cities, and with that, their economic lifeline to the outside
19

Lean, 205.
As noted earlier, Chen was born with the name Chen Shousong. He became
attracted to the subliminal wordplay on the term “butterfly” and had adopted the
term into his name as “Diexien.”
21
Lean, 207.
22
Ibid., 220.
23
Ibid., 260.
20
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world. As the nations surrounding imperial China industrialized,
China’s ruling Qing dynasty was overthrown. The end of over two
thousand years of dynastic rule opened a socio-economic and
political free-for-all as different aspects of life were redefined by
figures like Chen. In the case of economics, Lean demonstrates
how Chen was a figure that was able to transition from a dynastic
China to a Republican China successfully by profiting off of his
adaptability and ingenuity. Lean states, “As a native industrialist,
he founded his empire by drawing from foreign technologies and
ways of building industry, yet he did so with an explicit antiimperialist agenda that sought to present Chinese brands of
toiletries as ‘authentic’ in contrast to fraudulent enemy goods.”24
Chen’s success is a testament to a time when homegrown
movements for a stronger China in a modernizing world saw the
creation of domestic titans of industry, breaking away from the
traditional view that industrialists merely borrowed their
knowledge from external sources.

24

Lean, 281.
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